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· 15 Jun 2018Paul Tiplady @tippers_pm
The  demo found 6 issues (9/15 tests passed) on my 
desktop device, affecting my  GPU driver and/or  ANGLE 
Give it a try: graphicsfuzz.com/#demo #GraphicsFuzz 
graphicsfuzz.com/benchmark/andr…
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Do NOT ALT+TAB in Full Screen

-Changes CPU Priority
-Changes CPU Affinity
-Confuses your cpu and causes less performance.
-VDROOP- it can effect CPU voltages 

This effects ALL CPUs. Intel just has it worse due to its watts

*sips tea*
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The  demo found 5 issues (10/15 tests passed) on my 
desktop device, affecting my  GPU driver and/or  ANGLE 
Give it a try: graphicsfuzz.com/#demo #GraphicsFuzz

@GraphicsFuzz
@intel @Google
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Worried about M1 s̓ SSD swap usage?  Try Swapman: a fresh open-source 
macOS app that monitors swap in/out ! Find out which process is using 
swapfile.

github.com/waylybaye/Swap…
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· 5 Jun 2018Emanuel Vitorino @EmanuelJDV34
The  demo found 6 issues (9/15 tests passed) on my 
desktop device, affecting my  GPU driver and/or  ANGLE 
Give it a try: graphicsfuzz.com/#demo #GraphicsFuzz 
graphicsfuzz.com/benchmark/andr…
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· 23 FebKIRNEILL @KIRNEILL
Do NOT ALT+TAB in Full Screen

-Changes CPU Priority
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-Confuses your cpu and causes less performance.
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This effects ALL CPUs. Intel just has it worse due to its watts
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· 2 Jun 2018Vitor Hugo Gonçalves @VHFG22

The  demo found 1 issue (14/15 tests passed) on my 
 #SamsungGalaxyS7  device, affecting my  

GPU driver Give it a try: graphicsfuzz.com/#demo #GraphicsFuzz

@GraphicsFuzz
@Samsung @Android @Arm
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· 2 Jun 2018Vitor Hugo Gonçalves @VHFG22

SM-G930F, Android 8.0, build R16NW.G930FXXU2ERE8, with Samsung 
Browser, OpenGL ES 3.2 v1.r22p0-
01rel0.f294e54ceb2cb2d81039204fa4b0402e
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· 22hBaye @waylybaye

Worried about M1 s̓ SSD swap usage?  Try Swapman: a fresh open-source 
macOS app that monitors swap in/out ! Find out which process is using 
swapfile.
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The  demo found 4 issues (11/15 tests passed) on my 
   device, affecting my  GPU driver 
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· 2 Jun 2018ali3nfr3ak @ali3nfr3ak
The  demo found 3 issues (12/15 tests passed) on my 

 #Galaxy #Note  device, affecting my  GPU 
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The  demo found 4 issues (11/15 tests passed) on my 

 #Galaxy  device, affecting my  GPU 

driver Give it a try: graphicsfuzz.com/#demo #GraphicsFuzz
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